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- 14 Long journey.
27th of April.

Movie as project is long journey, even on preparation stage. Of course it
became longer when it met my drawing talents and struggles in dialogues. I managed
to made a sketch of future project, about such stories is whole this notebook. To make
work I should make some steps which are just learning, so I can’t show them as part
of developing project.
I am in deep thoughts of what to do next. I have a lot of projects which are
in pre uploading stage. They are not revised enough or I didn’t add there scenes
which decided to make for explanation something missed. I can’t tell that a whole
library of such drafts, but more than ten is for sure. I am not blindly in love with all
my writings, I see when there is huge building problems and I didn’t name it finished
house.
It could be problem with clear vision of whole writing. I sometimes jealous
of writers who write series, same characters story after story. They didn’t jump like I,
from one new field to other. Writers create net of characters and relationships, they
became comfortable in their stories. They knew where they are every time.
Diversity of my texts themes and settings is best remedy for my endless fear
of boredom. Curiosity is fuel and my main reason for decisions.
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- 15 Sometimes I just need place in fiction where I could return time to time and
where I know everything. Because of this I created new plays with already invented
characters.
Definitely make a movie project, even in draft it’s not a piece of cake work.
Everyday I find information which change my understanding of how should look final
result. Now I see storyboard as rough plan of what is possible to do with this story.
I know that I talk a lot about my not finished projects, but from them later I
upload finished stories, so it’s just part of growing process. Daily I have new ideas
and solutions for old stories. Writer should be happy when all the time on mind are
ideas. In reality when there are too much of them you just slow down to level nothing
to show up on public and have no idea where to put all that drafts.
Exist people who managed to do many things simultaneously, know how to
think about each story like next step in long creative journey. What I have now it’s
amount of roads in different direction and slowly I started to lost count of them.
There were times when I write texts such quickly that I forget to throw away all notes
to stories before finished next one text. I stopped that speed because of fear to look
like too aspiring.
I was wrong first time when listened to advise: stop and think what you
write and what to write next and how made from this understandable whole picture
of your writing. I tried to build one project which will take all my time and attention,
but I still scratch new ideas on pages.
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- 16 For me it was hard to behave like everyone, like should be. Now I am
thinking that came time to rebuild my writing factory. Yes, this crazy factory which
produced in different rooms candies, furniture, toys and mysteries. Sorry but I think
that I am not producer of exclusive limited luxury products, I am owner of
supermarket where should be milk and some clothes with lot of office supplies. I need
everything or I just can’t be happy in long writing journey.

